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The venerated status enjoyed by Qur’an readers across the formative years of the
Islamic tradition is frequently accentuated in the classical qir�√�t literature which
dutifully records the significance of their contribution to all aspects of the physical
preservation of scripture. The first generations of readers were held in esteem for
having memorised, promulgated, and excelled in the recitation of the Qur’anic text
as a devotional document and over subsequent years they, along with their students,
were positively regarded as cynosures of the religious traditions of learning nurtured
by the Islamic faith.1 Yet, citations of the term reader (q�ri√, pl. qurr�√) as attested in
primary source material seemingly suggested that the critical sphere of influence
ascribed to the earliest generations of readers extended not only to matters of a
religious and spiritual nature, but that there also existed unique political and military
dimensions to their activity. Critical historical surveys of the Islamic tradition have
presented telling distinctions in terms of the genuine identity of these early readers
and their religious status, particularly those individuals whose military and political
activity were pronounced. Employing an array of etymological arguments coupled
with a sophisticated deconstruction of the historical narratives in which the
prominence of readers is deemed conspicuous, these studies posit the view that the
nexus with scripture and its recitation suggested of many early readers reflects a later
doctrinal development. The fact that classical sources emphasised these individuals’
pre-eminence as readers (qurr�√) is viewed as either an ingenuous oversight on the
part of chroniclers of Islamic history or a deliberate attempt to prefigure the
historical depth of the religious constitution of Islam. It is presumed that later
impressions of religious themes and constructs had undoubtedly impinged upon the
integrity of characteristics and mores of an earlier age. Deliberations in this respect
also brought under scrutiny the extent to which knowledge of the Qur’an was an
established feature of the early Islamic tradition. The quest to locate an alternative
identity for individuals and groups among the earliest generations of the qurr�√
meant that the historical import of a genuine group of readers was obscured, creating
the impression that their significance as a class of religious devotees was somewhat
contrived.
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Reinterpreting the Sources: The Thesis of Shaban
The historian Muhammad Shaban was among the first scholars to raise questions
regarding the exact identity of certain groups of individuals traditionally
acknowledged in a number of specified citations as being members of the qurr�√
(readers).2 He referred initially to the Wars of Apostasy (11/633) and the importance
of references in the historical sources to the loss of life among the qurr�√. Chronicles
recounting the Wars of Apostasy campaigns relate that numerous readers (qurr�√)
were killed on the battlefield due to the intensity of fighting. The most significant of
these campaigns was conducted in the Yam�ma region and culminated in the
decisive battle at fiAqrab�√ in 12/634. Shaban argued that analyses of the citations
which referred to the loss of life among the qurr�√ were based upon the erroneous
assumption that the individuals in question had been skilled readers of the Qur’an.3
He claimed that the qurr�√ mentioned in these accounts had no connection with
those so-called qurr�√ (readers) who were subsequently acclaimed in the classical
sources for their role as luminaries of the tradition of Qur’an reading.4 Shaban
speculated that citations originally referring to these individuals as ahl al-qur�
(people of the villages) were misinterpreted by medieval historians and incorrectly
rendered ahl al-qurr�√. Shaban explained that the men mobilised for the Wars of
Apostasy campaigns included people from settled communities who were referred to
in the early sources as ahl al-qur�.5 They originally formed part of a coalition of
forces and had been instrumental in suppressing the apostasy rebellion.6 He reasoned
that the arcing of nominal trajectories as far as the ahl al-qur� and the qurr�√ were
concerned was underlined by etymological resemblances between the radical roots
of the words. It was proposed that the term qurr�√ in these citations should have
been treated as a derivative of the root q–r–y, which denoted a rustic connection. The
word should not have been associated with the root q–r–√, which connotes ‘to
recite’, from which the plural noun qurr�√ (singular: q�ri√) was derived. Ex
hypothesi, a quaint etymological anomaly had purportedly provided them with new
identities. The corollary to this was that individuals recognised for their military
activity were perceived as accomplished ‘readers’ of scripture; Shaban had taken the
view that the political machinations of these ahl al-qur� (who would later be
identified as qurr�√ in the classical historical sources) confirmed that the prevalent
view of these individuals as readers of scripture was inaccurate.7 He did attempt to
offer another explanation for the confusion between the qurr�√ and the ahl al-qur�,
arguing that the latter group might have been responsible for encouraging
ambiguities concerning their identity; he intimated that they claimed to be readers of
scripture.8 Notwithstanding the inconsistency in his explanation regarding the
reasons for these groups of individuals being designated readers, Shaban was
convinced that the qurr�√ mentioned in these narratives were actually villagers who
were neither connected with mastery of scripture nor did they excel in its recitation.
The semantic distinction between ahl al-qurr�√ and ahl al-qur� (villagers) formed an
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important aspect of Shaban’s review of Islamic history, prefiguring his study of the
activities of these qurr�√/ahl al-qur� in the unfolding of political and social events in
first-century Iraq. However, the problem with this synthesis is that it ostensibly
overshadows the significance of an actual class of readers whose own history was
intricately entwined in many of the events and episodes referred to by Shaban. The
background of the qurr�√ as readers is not explored in his study, although he clearly
doubted whether they would have been so numerous in these early periods.9
Crucially, Shaban’s views on this subject led to weighty speculation regarding the
historical emergence of Qur’an readers and their presence in the early Islamic
tradition.
The detailed version of the prolonged ridda campaigns in the Yam�ma as collated by
‡abarı (224–310/839–922) does indeed draw attention to the ahl al-qur� and their
‘intrepid’ actions on the battlefield; the statement ‘fa’sta˛ara’l-qatl fı ahl al-qur�’
(fighting has been most intense for ahl al-qur�) is used.10 A similar statement is
found in the collection of the Qur’an accounts which refer to the loss of life among
readers (qurr�√) at Yam�ma.11 The correspondence in the phrasing of this statement
probably caught the attention of Shaban, allowing him to infer that members of the
ahl al-qur� were consequently designated as being readers (qurr�√). However, his
assertion that medieval historians neglected to distinguish the exact etymology of the
qurr�√ appellative and its original meaning overlooks the fact that a number of these
narratives had been circulating in the literature of the Prophetic traditions; and the
individuals in question are identified as being members of the qurr�√.12 It seems
unlikely that historians would have made such a rudimentary error.
The question of whether the events described in these historical texts are standard
topoi which are then permeated by biases and preconceived schema irrevocably
played out in the form of narratives has been explored by Albrecht Noth. He
maintained the futility of traditional positivist approaches to these early Islamic
materials. Nevertheless, he also argued that this fact should not lead to the
relinquishing of ‘the Arab-Islamic tradition as a source for historical enquiry on
early Islamic times’.13 Hugh Kennedy meanwhile briefly deals with the issue of the
formulaic structure of historical narratives, accepting that many of the details in
these accounts of the early campaigns and conquests are discerned as being topoi, he
tempers this with the view that one should not dismiss all such materials as being
mere fabrications.14 Kennedy remarked that the reality of the Muslim conquests is
incontrovertible and the main battles have an undeniable historical relevance.15 He is
also adamant that ‘some of the individuals and groups mentioned in the narratives
did take part in the campaigns to which they are ascribed’.16 Yet, the issue raised in
Shaban’s argument regarding the ahl al-qur� relates to their actual identity and not
the historicity of the events in question.17
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Shaban extended his thesis to a second group of individuals initially referred to in
the sources as ahl al-ayy�m. He had described them as being undistinguished but
loyal tribesmen who had participated in numerous battles fought on behalf of the
fledgling Islamic state. As a reward for their loyalty, they were placed in charge of
administering the lands and revenues acquired from newly conquered territory in
Iraq. Shaban remarked that the ahl al-ayy�m were also referred to in later sources by
the appellative ‘the qurr�√’.18 He claimed that the new designation allowed them to
be distinguished from those defeated tribes who had been disgraced adversaries in
the Wars of Apostasy.19 These tribes now formed part of veteran forces taking part in
raids on Sassanian territories and beyond.20 The suggestion here is that the activity of
the ahl al-ayy�m indicated that they like the ahl al-qur� were in all probability given
the label qurr�√ at a later juncture in the chronicling of Islamic history. Shaban
reiterated his view that the groups in question (the ahl al-qur� and the ahl al-ayy�m)
may have discreetly approved of the ensuing confusion regarding their being
identified as members of the qurr�√. Interestingly, Shaban does not account for
simultaneous references to the qurr�√ and the ahl al-ayy�m in citations which imply
distinctions between the two groups.21 Nevertheless, the principal point developed
by Shaban is that the activity of these particular groups was governed by military
and political expediencies. The nexus with the mastery of scripture or even its
recitation suggested of these so-called qurr�√ was spurious.
Focusing on the influence of the qurr�√/ahl al-qur� during the rule of the caliph
fiUmar, Shaban stated that they were ‘very bellicose, politically united, with many
common interests’ and their repute and standing were primarily derived from the fact
that they had remained loyal to Medina throughout military campaigns and
expeditions.22 The qurr�√ served as administrators of the fertile plains and rural areas
of southern Iraq, known as the Saw�d.23 They roamed these regions collecting
moneys on behalf of the treasury from local notables (dah�qın); and they supervised
poll-tax payments. Despite the lucrative financial benefits acquired through their
administrative roles, the arrangement brought inevitable unpopularity.24 Shaban
made the point that the ex-ridda tribesmen who settled in Küfa resented the authority
the qurr�√ were exercising: the former hailed from tribes such as Kinda who
considered themselves to be of noble stock, while the latter were, in the words of
Shaban, from ‘relatively unimportant clans’.25 Shaban maintained that the issue of
payments created discontentment and discord among the inhabitants of Küfa, despite
the fact that the qurr�√ merited greater fiscal reward due to their past military
service. Nonetheless, the seemingly innocuous theme of the unpopularity of the ahl
al-qur� in this defined context is inexplicably extended by a number of researchers
to explain the so-called poor standing of readers (qurr�√) within the wider confines
of the early Islamic tradition, as we shall see.
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Shaban remarked that the assassination of the second caliph fiUmar in 23/644
followed by the advent of fiUthm�n as his successor heralded a dramatic change in
the political fortunes of the qurr�√/ahl al-qur�.26 His treatment of the sources for this
ensuing period places emphasis on the manner in which the qurr�√ were compelled
to assert themselves politically as a result of fiUthm�n ibn fiAff�n’s attempt to wield
greater influence in the provinces of Egypt and more crucially in Iraq. fiUthm�n did
replace a number of existing governors, including Küfa’s incumbent Safid ibn Abı
Waqq�ß. It is maintained that these moves had the effect of undermining the
influence of the qurr�√ in their role as administrators of the rural areas of Iraq. This
included the Saw�d region, which they treated as a personal asset.27 The conquest of
the Saw�d had been accomplished by veterans who had since returned to Mecca and
Medina.28 Shaban noted that fiUthm�n was able to convince the qurr�√ that these
veterans had not relinquished their own rights to these lands and he succeeded in
negotiating a complex agreement of land exchange with the qurr�√.29 According to
Shaban, relations between fiUthm�n and the qurr�√ were exacerbated when fiUthm�n
decided to place ex-ridda tribesmen in positions of greater authority. Because of one
particular altercation, twelve members of the qurr�√ were expelled to Syria on the
caliph’s instructions.30 The key incident for Shaban is the qurr�√’s preventing
fiUthm�n’s appointed governor, Safiıd ibn al-fi◊ß, from returning to Küfa in 33/653.
They instigated the appointment of an alternative figure who was accepted by
fiUthm�n: this was Abü Müs� al-Ashfiarı. The individual who led this campaign was
a certain M�lik ibn al-Ashtar, not apparently renowned for his skills as a reader of
scripture.31
Shaban commented that following fiAlı’s succession as caliph, the qurr�√/ahl al-qur�
declared their support for him in his struggle for hegemony, although their role
throughout the events leading up to the Battle of ∑iffın (37/657) and in the years
following its aftermath confirmed to Shaban the historical inconsistencies
surrounding their conventional status as accomplished readers.32 The much debated
incident in which the beleaguered Syrian forces were instructed to raise individual
leafs (maß�˛if) from the Qur’an on their lances as a gesture of their desire for a
negotiated resolution (ta˛kım) of this conflict induced those qurr�√ fighting
alongside the forces of fiAlı ibn Abı ‡�lib (d. 40/661) to compel him to accept
arbitration.33 In an account of the ‘raising of the Qur’an’ (raffi al-maß�˛if) episode
preserved by ‡abarı, fiAlı urged his forces to continue fighting, describing the antics
of the Syrians as being nothing more than a stratagem.34 ‡abarı reported that fiAlı
was urged by a group of individuals, including ‘the qurr�√ who later emerged as the
Khaw�rij’ to agree to this plea; he reluctantly accepted.35 One further report included
among ‡abarı’s sources claims that fiAmr ibn al-fi◊ß (d. 43/663) is said to have
advised Mufi�wiya ibn Abı Sufy�n (d. 60/680) to send a copy of the Qur’an to fiAlı,
inviting him to ‘the book of God’, namely, that he should consider accepting
arbitration. Upon fiAlı’s agreeing to this request, the Khaw�rij expressed their
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disapproval of his decision. The narrative interestingly adds that ‘In those days they
[the Khaw�rij] were known as ‘al-qurr�√’: their swords rested over their
shoulders’.36
While many researchers were prepared to countenance the religious significance of
the linkage between the qurr�√ as readers of scripture and the Khaw�rij, Shaban
took the view that ‘it is difficult to accept the idea of thousands of Qur√�n readers,
organised into separate contingents, all fighting at ∑iffın’.37 Shaban felt that the
qurr�√ mentioned in this and other related historical contexts were not individuals
renowned for their skills in the recitation and memorisation of scripture; they, like
the ‘qurr�√’ at fiAqrab�√, were really members of the ahl al-qur�, forming military
regiments and units.38 It was his view that once the qurr�√ realised that their
previous financial privileges would not be restored they soon seceded from the ranks
of fiAlı and, in his words, ‘they came to be known as the Khaw�rij’.39 Shaban did
draw the distinction that the so-called early Khaw�rij had to be ‘distinguished’ from
the later Khaw�rij, whom he labels ‘neo-Kh�rijites’.40 He stated that although many
of the qurr�√/ahl al-qur� were defeated by fiAlı at Nahraw�n, the caliph managed to
persuade some of them to return to Küfa, whereas the others took up arms, resulting
in many of them being killed. Some of these qurr�√ (Khaw�rij) eventually fled to
rural areas where they continued to collect revenues from the former Sassanian
estates, living in small groups and enjoying an autonomous existence.41 Shaban
highlighted that they were eventually confronted by Mufi�wiya who declared that
revenues from the estates (ßaw�fı) they controlled should be directed to the state’s
treasury.42 As for those qurr�√ who were persuaded by fiAlı to join him at Küfa, they
were led by ˘ujr ibn fiAdı, although Shaban remarked that their political influence
diminished with the caliph’s assassination in 40/661. Shaban emphasised that the
qurr�√ who remained at Küfa, and indeed individuals connected with Baßra,
continued to guard zealously their territorial claims. Their attitude created a climate
of instability. Mufi�wiya rounded up seven of their leaders, including ˘ujr, and had
them sent to Syria where they were executed.43 The remnants of these Küfan qurr�√
joined the movement identified in the early Islamic tradition as the taww�bün
(penitents), an early Shıfiı faction determined to avenge the death of ˘usayn ibn Abı
‡�lib, who was slain by Umayyad forces in 61/680. Many of them were killed
having marched to confront Syrian forces.44 Those who survived returned to Küfa,
joining the revolt of Mukht�r ibn Abı fiUbayd al-Thaqafı (d. 67/687). He led a Shıfiı
uprising in the name of one of fiAlı’s sons, Mu˛ammad ibn al-˘anafiyya, whom he
proclaimed to be the divinely guided Mahdı.45 A curious fact is that Ibr�hım alAshtar, whose father led the qurr�√ at ∑iffın and was fiAlı’s loyal aide, served as one
of Mukht�r’s military commanders.46
According to Shaban, the qurr�√, who had pursued their rebellious odyssey in the
aftermath of the events of ∑iffın, were now active participants in a Shıfiı revolt.
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Shaban noted that the non-Arab clients or maw�lı are often linked with the rebellion
of Mukht�r; in spite of this, he argued that to underline their importance in this
figure’s movement is misleading.47 By implication, the ‘neo-Kh�rijite’ revolts, led
by individuals such as N�fifi ibn al-Azraq and Najda ibn fi◊mir, are interpreted by
Shaban as being uprisings instigated by tribal factors; they are shaped by their own
dynamics. These insurrections were not supported by the early qurr�√ as defined by
Shaban. Indeed, he argued that by the time that ˘ajj�j ibn Yüsuf (d. 95/714) was the
governor of Küfa, some of these ex-qurr�√ were actually participating in the fight
against these ‘neo-Kh�rijites’, although confusingly at other junctures in his analysis
he has them fighting alongside ‘neo-Kh�rijites’.48
It is evident that Shaban’s convoluted treatment of the sources is partly influenced
by his attempt to reconcile citations of the term qurr�√ in these particular reports
with the general thrust of his thesis which consistently identifies them as being
unassuming villagers (ahl al-qur�) who had no special connection with the recitation
or memorisation of scripture. While his attempt to link some of these members of the
qurr�√ with the ahl al-qur� is not entirely implausible, the extension of such a thesis
to cover all citations of the qurr�√ included in his work is questionable. Many of the
instances referred to by Shaban indicate that one is dealing with individuals and
groups affiliated to a larger constituency of readers. Indeed, the principal examples
Shaban used to highlight perceived ambiguities in the historical narratives are given
an import far more sweeping than the sources conclusively substantiate. To place this
thought into perspective, one needs to appreciate that Shaban’s original concern lay
in identifying those ahl al-qur� embroiled in the military and political intrigues of
the day. He was not dealing with the provenance of the qurr�√ as readers of
scripture, nor had he proffered a view regarding their emergence as a class of
scholars. One does sense that in order to sustain his thesis Shaban was compelled to
be selective in his use of the sources: he strangely glossed over historical materials
which linked the qurr�√ with the Qur’an and its recitation.49 Moreover, Shaban’s
claim that the ahl al-qur� willingly allowed ambiguities to spread in terms of their
being associated with the qurr�√, showed that even he implicitly recognised that the
latter must have existed as a class of religious devotees in order for their prestige to
be manipulated.
One historical episode which underlines the difficulties inherent in discarding the
religious distinctiveness of the earliest generations of the qurr�√ and their import as
readers of scripture who are clearly embroiled in the events outlined by Shaban
relates to the rebellion led by fiAbd al-Ra˛m�n ibn al-Ashfiath (d. 85/704). As one of
the leading members of Küfan notables (ashr�f), Ibn al-Ashfiath was appointed by
˘ajj�j as the commander of an army which included not only prominent members of
the Küfan ashr�f, but also individuals described by Shaban as ‘ex-qurr�√/ahl alqur�’ who had been present at ∑iffın.50 ˘ajj�j dispatched this army, which was
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known ostentatiously as ‘the Army of the Peacock’, on a gruelling military
expedition to Sist�n in the east. However, in the face of increased interference in the
conduct of this campaign together with disquiet within the camp regarding its
original goals, Ibn al-Ashfiath disobeyed the orders of ˘ajj�j, initiating a full-scale
rebellion.51 He was given the oath of allegiance and defiantly marched his supporters
back to Iraq from the east, defeating an army which was sent to tackle them. Ibn alAshfiath was joined by many disaffected Iraqis. He entered Küfa triumphantly where
his cause was enthusiastically espoused; it was supported by its many readers
(qurr�√). Ibn al-Ashfiath was even persuaded by the influential qurr�√ to reject a
truce offered by the Umayyad caliph fiAbd al-Malik ibn Marw�n (d. 86/705).52
Despite the popularity of this revolt and the momentum it had gathered, a coalition
of Ibn al-Ashfiath’s forces was eventually defeated by ˘ajj�j at D�r al-Jam�jim in
82/701.53 Ibn al-Ashfiath escaped to the eastern provinces, while ˘ajj�j regained
control over Küfa. He pardoned many who took part in this insurrection, providing
they were prepared to admit to the grave nature of their transgression; others were
summarily executed.54
One of the rebels eventually brought before ˘ajj�j was the eminent Küfan reader and
jurist Safiıd ibn Jubayr; he was said to have been in hiding in Mecca. An account of
their encounter is preserved in the philological text entitled al-K�mil of the Baßran
linguist Mubarrad (d. 285/898).55 The text focuses on ˘ajj�j’s rebuke of Ibn Jubayr
for joining this insurrection and his listing of favours he had bestowed upon him at
Küfa. ˘ajj�j begins his reprimand by reminding Ibn Jubayr that he retained him as
the im�m of the main mosque in Küfa, in spite of his decree that only Arabs should
lead the congregational prayers; he is further reminded of his appointment as judge
in Küfa and that although he was relieved of that position following Küfan
objections to a non-Arab (mawl�) being their judge, his replacement was directed to
retain the counsel of Ibn Jubayr. Continuing this list of favours, ˘ajj�j remarked that
he had included him among those who would share his company at evenings along
with Arab notables.56 Ibn Jubayr is then asked to explain why he supported the
insurrection of Ibn al-Ashfiath and he responded by saying that he had sworn an oath
of allegiance. Incensed by what he believes to be blatant disloyalty, ˘ajj�j ordered
his execution. The K�mil preserves an additional statement made by ˘ajj�j,
reflecting upon the makeup of the supporters of Ibn al-Ashfiath. It states that ‘the
majority of those who participated in the insurrection of fiAbd al-Ra˛m�n including
the fuqah�√ and others were of maw�lı extraction’.57 The text adds that ˘ajj�j
wished to ‘supplant them from their positions as masters of eloquence and literary
discernment’, and integrate them with ‘the ahl al-qur� and the anb�†’. The narrative
refers to ˘ajj�j pronouncing that ‘the maw�lı are uncivilised ones who have been
brought from villages (qur�); and only villages are fit for them’. He ordered their
transfer from the garrison towns and had Arabs settled in their place. ˘ajj�j further
decreed that each mawl�’s hand be ‘branded’ with the name of his village.
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The literature of the reading tradition confirms that many of its luminaries were of
maw�lı extraction. The account furnished in the K�mil certainly implies that the
individuals embroiled in the Ibn al-Ashfiath rebellion were revered luminaries of the
religious sciences. Safiıd ibn Jubayr was considered a respected reader among the
early qurr�√; and he was of mawl� origin.58 Commenting on this rebellion, Gerald
Hawting remarked that Ibn al-Ashfiath’s followers were mostly readers (qurr�√) who
were religiously inspired.59 Hugh Kennedy observed that the qurr�√ ‘were among
the most stalwart supporters of the revolt’.60 Shaban always maintained that the
qurr�√/ahl al-qur� belonged to ‘relatively unimportant clans’, but he did not refer to
their being of maw�lı origin, which by implication places such individuals outside
the conceptual strictures of his thesis.61 Shaban’s treatment of the Ibn al-Ashfiath
rebellion plainly disregarded the finer detail regarding the religious eminence of the
qurr�√ involved in this affair. The episode does not sustain the image of such
individuals being unassuming villagers unconnected with scripture. The striking data
which are reflected upon in this narrative do supply an intriguing link with villages:
the qurr�√ expelled by ˘ajj�j to these rustic locations are forcefully integrated with
villagers. The religious standing of these particular individuals appears to be quite
striking, reflecting their association with the sacred text. One wonders whether such
figures should be equated with villagers (ahl al-qur�) whose devotion to scripture
was supposedly contrived. Notwithstanding the fact that Shaban uncovered
intriguing irregularities regarding the activities and demeanour of some members of
the qurr�√/ahl al-qur� in the sources, such findings hardly warrant dismissing the
historical reality of a whole class of readers, and care must be taken not to extend
Shaban’s thesis beyond its plausible limits.
Further Synthesis of the Political Prominence of the qurr�√
One scholar who was especially fascinated by Shaban’s theory regarding the
presumed semantic confusion between qurr�√ and qur� together with its
implications for the history of Qur’an reading within the Islamic tradition was
Gautier Juynboll. The conclusion that the qurr�√ were originally ‘villagers’ who
participated in affairs of a military nature as opposed to being Qur’an reciters was
endorsed in his examination of the sources. Although Juynboll confined the
relevance of this thesis to a specific chronological period of the early Islamic
tradition, it was clear that in his estimation the emergence of a class of readers
represented a later development with villagers serving as an insidious extension of
that history.62 Juynboll remarked that there are definite instances in which the term
qurr�√ ‘should in various early texts be interpreted as referring to “villagers”,
synonymous with ahl al-qur�’.63 He then added that no one will deny that the word
especially in later sources refers to ‘a reciter of the Qur’an’. Using the episode of the
expulsion of twelve members of the qurr�√ from Küfa to Syria on the instructions of
fiUthm�n, Juynboll remarked that these individuals were despised for their conduct
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and their low social standing.64 In one of Shaban’s explanations for the confusion
regarding the use of the qurr�√ label, he reckoned that the ahl al-qur� and the ahl alayy�m might have calculatingly encouraged their being associated with readers
whose prestige and standing they could manipulate. Juynboll felt that he had
uncovered the evidence that proved this was indeed the case. He focused his
attention on the composite accounts presented in the Kit�b al-futü˛ of A˛mad ibn
Afitham (d. 314/926) in which it is stated that some members of the Küfan qurr�√
wrote to the caliph fiUthm�n, expressing their dismay at his policies. Juynboll
noticed that the authors of the letter were described as being ‘from the villages
(qur�) of ahl al-Küfa’.65 Juynboll speculated that the emissary from the qurr�√ who
presented this communication to fiUthm�n attempted to imply pretentiously that its
authors were ‘people from among the pious of the inhabitants of Küfa: from among
its qurr�√ and its people of religion and merit’.66 This instance was identified by
Juynboll as a deliberate attempt by these members of the qurr�√ (qur�) to make
people think of them as Qur’an readers. The use of the term qur� in this given
passage apparently revealed that they were villagers; whether the text indicates that
this was the actual aim of the individual in question is disputable. Paradoxically, this
view itself predicates that the qurr�√ as readers of scripture were regarded with
prestige, signifying that it was this religious esteem which the ahl al-qur� sought to
manipulate. This is important given that Juynboll believed that the qurr�√’s
emergence as a class of scholars was a later development.
Juynboll made the apposite point that the qurr�√ actively implicated in the Küfan
political manoeuvrings of the periods in question are barely mentioned in the
classical literature devoted to readings and readers, with the exception of a few
individuals such as ˘�rith ibn fiAbd All�h al-Afiwar and fiAlqama ibn Qays.67 In
contradistinction, Malik al-Ashtar, ˘ujr ibn fiAdı, and Yazıd ibn Qays are foremost
leaders of the so-called qurr�√ in Iraq, yet they are not mentioned in the biographical
literature, nor are they associated with specific readings of scripture and scholarship
therein. However, the fact that the qir�√�t literature neglects the mention of these
individuals and indeed other figures who are enumerated in historical chronicles as
being members of the qurr�√ is not peculiar. The reading tradition traced its pedigree
to leading eponyms among the companions of the Prophet such as fiUthm�n ibn
fiAff�n, fiAlı ibn Abı ‡�lib, fiAbd All�h ibn Masfiüd, Ubayy ibn Kafib, Zayd ibn
Th�bit, Abü Müs� al-Ashfiarı, and Abü Dard�√; these were individuals whose
authority and repute were imposing. Later generations of readers were simply
collating, selecting, and circulating the stock of readings associated with these earlier
authorities.
Having contemplated the possibility that the qurr�√ mentioned in the contexts
outlined by Shaban were originally villagers, Juynboll then sought to explore why
such individuals were held in disdain and referred to in the sources as ‘stupid,
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ignorant, and lowly’, reasoning that this would help shed light on their historical
roots in the Islamic milieu.68 The citations alluding to them in unfavourable terms
primarily emanate from the exchanges of correspondence which occurred because of
fiUthm�n’s ordering their expulsion from Küfa. Juynboll took the view that the
appellative ahl al-qur� (villagers) possessed a pejorative meaning due to its
historical connection with the nomadic way of life. Shaban had previously hinted at
their unpopularity, although this was supposedly because of the itinerant role of the
qurr�√/ahl al-qur� as administrators and tax collectors. Juynboll claimed that their
nomadic way of life was viewed with contempt and considered inferior to its
sedentary counterpart.69 He stated that nomads who had converted to Islam were
assigned various places in the qur� of Medina, including the settlements vacated by
Jewish tribes because of their exile. Despite their conversion to Islam and the fact
that they gradually attained a higher social status than nomads, Juynboll suggested
that these members of the ahl al-qur� were never able to discard the negativity
engendered by their humble backgrounds; and this applied to those who settled in
the qur� of Küfa.70 Juynboll cited the Qur’an to show that the term qur� was mostly
used in a negative context, although the extent to which this has a bearing on the
status of the ahl al-qur� or qurr�√ is debatable.71 He even suggested that this was
true of the earlier usage of the term madına in the Qur’anic context, mentioning that
its occurrence in the Qur’an was less frequent than the term qur� and that it managed
to discard its pejorative tag.72 The inferences made by Juynboll in respect of the
negative connotation acquired by the term qur� are admittedly interesting, and
although they remain highly speculative they form the basis of his explanation as to
why the term ahl al-qur� ‘received a derogatory connotation’. When such
individuals assumed the identity of the qurr�√ (reciters of scripture), as suggested by
Juynboll, this negativity supposedly encompassed their namesakes, tarnishing their
image as readers.73 However, it is difficult to see how this finding might be extended
to our understanding of the reading tradition in a wider historical sense, given that
one is dealing with confined examples. The overstated theme of the unpopularity of
the qurr�√ does feature in further studies of their influence, although according to
Juynboll’s hypothesis, these individuals are not actually readers.
One final thought offered by Juynboll on the possible reason why ‘villagers’ were
confused with ‘readers’ draws its inspiration from the ill-fated expedition of Bi√r
Mafiüna (4/626), when around 70 of the Prophet’s companions were ambushed and
killed.74 A composite account of the narratives is preserved in the Kit�b al-magh�zı
compiled by the third century historian Mu˛ammad al-W�qidı.75 He reported that the
expedition had its origins in a visit made to Medina by a tribal elder by the name of
fi◊mir ibn M�lik who offered a gift to the Prophet. This was rejected because of this
individual’s inclination to polytheism; however, the Prophet used the occasion to
invite him to accept the new faith. fi◊mir is said to have been neither averse to the
faith nor fully receptive to it, and he persuaded the Prophet to send a delegation of
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learned individuals to his fellow tribesmen situated in the Najdı region that they
might be encouraged to espouse the new religion.76 Given the Prophet’s concerns
about the hostility of tribes towards his followers in this region, fi◊mir promised to
guarantee their safe passage.77 W�qidı’s text states that those individuals whom the
Prophet sent were readers (qurr�√) from the ranks of the anß�r.78 They are described
as being renowned for their austere religiosity and piety, spending the nights in
devotion and remembrance.79
Juynboll argued that the reference to these slain individuals being members of the
qurr�√ was an intrusive embellishment introduced into the original narrative. He
dismissed the notion that they were skilled readers of the Qur’an.80 In his view the
Bi√r Mafiüna narrative served as a conscious attempt to invigorate the religious
symbolism of the early Islamic tradition, providing the tradition’s pedigree with
greater historical depth. Reports of this nature intentionally situated the qurr�√ and
indeed scripture as established elements of its religious constituency.81 Juynboll was
curious that fatalities from that expedition, and only nineteen are mentioned, were
not recorded in the biographical dictionaries as having matchless knowledge of the
Qur’an nor were they renowned for its recitation.82 He argued that most of them
were late converts to Islam and would not have realistically memorised the holy text.
This very fact tempted Juynboll to propose that many among these so-called readers
were probably villagers, providing further evidence of the ‘plausibility of the
interpretation of the term qurr�√ as villagers’. Juynboll moved on to argue that
abrogated verses of the Qur’an poignantly associated with the Bi√r Mafiüna episode
were remnants of the last words of these martyrs articulated in the oracle-like vein of
the pre-Islamic kuhh�n or soothsayers.83 This led to the view that the ‘villagers’ in
question were so lamented by the Prophet and his companions that their preserved
utterances permeated the realm of Qur’anic revelation before being conveniently
relegated to the confines of abrogated verses.84 Hence, the original context of their
expedition and their status were inexorably entwined; the nexus with recited verses,
albeit abrogated ones, endured and these humble villagers disappeared in time to be
confused with Qur’anic readers.85 Juynboll had cautiously used the Bi√r Mafiüna
narrative to explore why and how villagers were confused with readers.
Nevertheless, this notion of confusion is highly suppositional. It is likewise
unconvincing to argue that subsequent misunderstandings regarding the historical
context of abrogated verses of the Qur’an would be sufficient to recast the identity of
those partaking in this expedition. On a more general note, there is no evidence to
prove that the Bi√r Mafiüna narrative was used to enhance the historical pedigree of
the tradition of Qur’an reading or any other of the religious institutions of early
Islam. Even if one were to accept the various hypotheses regarding this episode and
its importance, they do not necessarily negate the existence of an early class of
readers.
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The role of Qur’an reciters on the battlefield during the early years of the Islamic
tradition was reviewed in a successive study of readers conducted by Juynboll.
Based on the assumption that certain individuals referred to as ahl al-qur� had
pretended to be readers of scripture, Juynboll seized upon a reference to ˛amalat alQur√�n which occurs in one of the reports speaking of fiUmar’s concern for the loss
of life among the qurr�√ at fiAqrab�√.86 The term appeared to have been used
interchangeably with the word qurr�√ and ahl al-Qur√�n in the literature of the
traditions describing this episode, although it was Juynboll’s view that the term did
not necessarily mean ‘those who know (part) of the Qur√�n by heart’.87 Juynboll
argued that the ˛amalat al-Qur√�n were inextricably linked with the ahl al-qur�: and
that they were in fact members of ‘the low social order of villagers’ as originally
discovered by Shaban; they were not skilled readers of the Qur’an.88 He argued that
due to their low status, even in the eyes of the ‘muh�jirın wa’l-anß�r’, these villagers
were placed in ‘the front ranks’ of the battlefield and received the brunt of enemy
assaults.89 Again, this does not prove that a class of readers was not already in
existence. Interestingly, Juynboll’s assumptions do not take into account nor deal
with the profusion of Prophetic traditions and historical reports in which the equating
of the qurr�√ with the ahl al-qur� (villagers) is not supported contextually. He does
propose, however, that ‘twenty-five years after the Battle of fiAqrab�√ the term
˛amalat al-Qur√�n was generally understood as indicating those who had
memorised (part of) the Qur√�n, synonymous with qurr�√’. He argued that the
‘expression originally had another connotation’ which was ‘conveniently forgotten
in the course of time’.90 Thus where Shaban had refrained from classifying the
chronological scope of the so-called connection between the ahl al-qur� and the
qurr�√, Juynboll spoke of defined strictures in relation to perceptions of the term
reader. Nevertheless, his study of the origins of the qurr�√/ahl al-qur� led him to
conclude that the genuine extent of knowledge of the Qur’an within the early Islamic
community was misconstrued not only by classical Muslim scholarship but also in
Western circles. This is a bold assertion given that not only is the synthesis of the
sources initially employed to propose a theory about the role of villagers in the early
tradition highly speculative, but the sources themselves are somewhat fragmentary.
A different approach to exploring the meaning of the term qurr�√ in the early Islamic
tradition was attempted by Norman Calder.91 He supported the general thrust of
Shaban’s explanation regarding the misapprehension of certain references in the
historical sources to the qurr�√ and his suggestion that in these specified contexts the
term did not connote individuals engaged in the recitation and memorisation of
scripture. Calder sought to substantiate Shaban’s explanation further by adducing
supplementary etymological proofs; he noted that Shaban’s attempt to place lexical
distance between ahl al-qurr�√ and ahl al-qur� together with his contention that the
latter had been mistaken for skilled readers of scripture, was dismissed by modern
scholarship as being morphologically unproven.92 He wanted to demonstrate that the
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word qurr�√ had a plausible derivation which distinguished it from the more
conventional meaning of ‘reader’. Calder’s explanation was formulated using one of
the homonymous meanings derived from the root of the verb q–r–√ (qar√), which
denotes ‘cyclical and recurrent phenomena’.93 Applied in the context of the military
activity of the early qurr�√, Calder suggested that it connoted temporary or seasonal
troops as opposed to full-time professionals.94 These members of the qurr�√
(seasonal troops) were spending defined but shorter periods of service in the field.
Whether one can definitively reconcile this particular appraisal of the
lexicographical facts with the numerous narratives found in the primary source
material remains a disputable point, but this was not the purpose of Calder’s study.95
He did argue that it was inevitable that the historical narratives of the events of
fiAqrab�√, Bi√r Mafiüna, and ∑iffın had systematically developed over a long period.
Taking into account contextual constraints, in the oldest layers of these narratives the
word qurr�√ meant ‘periodical troops’. Thus in the case of the qurr�√ at Bi√r
Mafiüna, the military aspect of their endeavours was misinterpreted and given a
spiritual veneer: they were cast into being a group of ‘pious and dedicated
missionaries’. Despite the originality of Calder’s argument, it does rely on an intense
paraphrasing of the words employed in these narratives. This is demonstrated by the
manner in which he deals with the phrasing found in one of the traditions ‘kunn�
nusammıhim fı zam�nihim al-qurr�√’; the zam�nihim phrase is translated as ‘during
their period of service’ as opposed to ‘in their day’. This then allows a translation of
the whole sentence as ‘we used to call such people during their period of service
qurr�√’. Calder proposed that the word’s semantic import was subsequently
misunderstood, prompting a profusion of further explanatory glosses which became
embedded in the original narrative, resulting in its organic growth through
interpretive glosses.96 It should be said, however, that the corpus of material to
which such a synthesis of the data might be applied is nominal. It would presumably
affect only those narratives in which literary accretions were discerned in the given
versions of a story or narration. Judgements therein are based on the premise that the
term qurr�√ does not connote reader of scripture and that the emergence of readers is
a later development; both points are debatable.97 Calder’s analysis presupposes that
one is essentially dealing with the tangible development of the narratives and not the
actual historicity of the events they recount; his belief that references to the qurr�√ in
certain narratives should be taken to mean periodical troops has to be understood
with this provision in mind. It is difficult to see how his arguments impinge upon the
vitality of the reading tradition given its extensive historical constituency.
Preserving the Connection with Readers
The research carried out by Martin Hinds on the subject of Küfan political
alignments in the seventh-century provides a survey of the qurr�√’s prominence in
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this garrison town. Hinds’s scrutiny of the role of the qurr�√ attached greater
religious significance to their political endeavours. Indeed, while Shaban’s
conclusions regarding the activity of the qurr�√/ahl al-qur� divested them of their
role as readers of scripture, Hinds’ separate study never seriously questions their
original background as readers.98 It has been suggested that Hinds drew ‘an entirely
new picture of the qurr�√’, but one has to bear in mind that the canvas upon which
this is sketched is one belonging to readers of scripture.99 He was convinced that the
term qurr�√ possessed an emotive value even within the confines of the historical
texts he explored. Hinds cited a reference in ‡abarı’s chronicles referring to the
recitation of Sürat al-Anf�l by a reader (q�ri√) before the commencement of
hostilities on the occasion of the Battle of Q�disiyya.100 He concluded that these
practices had their origins in the age of the Prophet.101 Hinds explained that the
decision of the caliph fiUmar to institute annual stipends of 2,000 dirhams for those
who learnt the Qur’an helped consolidate the emergence of a class of readers.102 It is
interesting to note that although fiUmar instituted the idea, he was then informed that
people who had no motives other than financial ones had taken advantage of this
scheme. Remarking that the first references to this group in Küfa occurred in the
context of the emerging discord among the garrison town’s inhabitants due to the
influx of newcomers, Hinds spoke at length of their modest backgrounds and the fact
that their claim to status rested upon their military involvement in the conquest of
Iraq. He explained that they were viewed by some within the establishment as being
parvenus and that there prevailed a contemptuous attitude towards them. Similar
points were raised by Shaban and Juynboll.103
Hinds, along with Shaban, accepted that the variable changes in the population of
Küfa constituted a potential threat to the financial benefits enjoyed by the qurr�√.
His exposition of the historical sources describing the endeavours of the qurr�√ at
Küfa confirms their impact upon the fortunes of the patriarchal caliphate; and he
spoke of a militant dimension to their endeavours; many of these qurr�√ were
implicated in the murder of fiUthm�n. They helped organise the opposition
movement which led to his being besieged in the Prophet’s mosque at Medina.104
Hinds commented that the qurr�√ were subsumed within the emergent Kh�rijı and
Shıfiı movements.105 He estimated that during fiAlı’s time they were more numerous,
forming ‘para-tribal elements’ who were attached to fighting formations at battles
such as ∑iffın.106 Yet, the essence of Hinds’ conclusions was that Kh�rijı and Shıfiı
opposition during these periods was aimed not against the central dominion of the
caliphate, but against the increasing authority of tribal leaders ‘through whom that
central authority was exercised’.107 The references to the qurr�√ in Hind’s study are
always anchored to a context which is Iraqi in provenance and hence his findings
therein have a confined bearing as far as the general history of the reading tradition
is concerned; this tradition does not rest solely on a Küfan-Baßran axis; its roots are
more diverse and sophisticated. The qurr�√ as a class of religious devotees were
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predominant in locations external to Iraq such as Mecca, Medina and Damascus. A
select review of the literature which scrutinised the stock of Qur’anic readings,
including texts such as Farr�√’s Mafi�nı al-Qur√�n and Ibn Muj�hid’s Kit�b al-sabfia,
confirms these cities’ substantial contribution to the development and consolidation
of the tradition of readings. Equally, the sources suggest that many Küfan and
Baßran luminaries were trained by individuals in the ˘ij�z.108
A Consensus Regarding the Identity of the qurr�√
The question of the identity of the qurr�√ in the early Islamic tradition continues to
intrigue modern scholarship. The traditional view of the qurr�√ from these periods as
readers who were prominent in all the episodes recounted by Shaban, but who were
also noted for their status as pious reciters of scripture, remains an accepted opinion.
Fred Donner sensed that Shaban’s explanation claiming that the term qurr�√ meant
‘settled’ villagers was suggestive if applied contextually. Nonetheless, he still felt
inclined to endorse the traditional meaning of the term on the basis that the historical
evidence cited for its reinterpretation was somewhat confined.109 Other historians
such as Michael Morony noted that many of the opponents of fiUthm�n were from
the ranks of the qurr�√ (Qur’an reciters), commenting that the exodus of a large
number of these readers from Küfa following the arbitration episode in the spring of
658 gave the movement its name (khaw�rij).110 Similar conclusions were reached by
Hugh Kennedy who accepted that these readers were an important ‘element in fiAlı’s
army’ and that some of them ‘later became the nucleus of the Kh�rijite movement’, a
view recently echoed.111 Wilferd Madelung’s monograph devoted to reviewing the
issue of the succession to the Prophet consistently defines the qurr�√ as
distinguished readers of scripture, particularly in the instances highlighted by
Shaban, Juynboll and Calder. He stated that Qur’an reciters ‘were for the most part
among fiAlı’s most vigorous supporters’; oddly, Madelung made no mention of the
disagreements regarding the meaning of the term and its disputed etymology.112
Mahmoud Ayoub meanwhile remonstrated that Shaban’s whole approach to the
interpretation of the sources of Islamic history neglected their moral and religious
significance; he suggested that it led to a theory about the qurr�√ which had neither
historical nor linguistic bases.113 Ayoub appears to see Shaban’s analysis as focusing
on the identification of the political opposition to fiUthm�n’s caliphate and his
description of it. Ayoub construed this opposition as representing something far
more sophisticated and profound. It should be said, however, that Shaban’s
assessment of this period is much broader in its historical sweep and the caliphate of
fiUthm�n is just one of many focal points in its sights.
John Wansbrough proposed the idea that the early qurr�√, such as those who are
mentioned in the context of Bi√r Mafiüna and ∑iffın, may have been ‘bearers of the
Qur’an’ in the literal sense of the word, although this view is predicated on the
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devotional and cultic function of scripture as an instrument of exhortation; it
emphasises the talismanic importance of scripture. Wansbrough deduced that
the qurr�√’s conspicuous presence in later literary narratives plainly served
doctrinal purposes.114 The term qurr�√ was seen by Gerald Hawting as acquiring ‘a
significant religious hue’. He remarked that historical narratives presented them as
religious enthusiasts; nonetheless, in his guarded approach to the treatment of the
sources, the nature of these texts’ composition and transmission remains a point of
contention.115 Researchers such as Tilman Nagel and Jan Retsö were prepared to
identify the qurr�√ as originally being villagers as opposed to readers, particularly in
the historical episodes highlighted by Shaban.116 It was even suggested that to
maintain otherwise would be absurd.117 This may well be the case for confined
instances, but when such examples are awarded broader significance complications
do arise.118
The qurr�√ and the Tradition of Linguistic Thought
The qurr�√ as a group of religious devotees are also linked to developments in the
tradition of Arabic linguistic thought. The rudimentary forms of linguistic analysis,
which were closely tied to orthographical improvements relating to the text of the
Qur’an, are said to have been pioneered by scholars from among their ranks. Readers
had established the traditions of Qur’anic readings (variae lectiones) and studies of
the sacred text associated with the centres and garrison towns of the early Islamic
tradition. They fashioned a very functional approach to exploring linguistic
constructs, developing rudimentary models and techniques of analysis which were
adapted to the service of scripture, especially in terms of its physical preservation.119
The earliest generations of grammarians and philologists, who are credited with
having placed linguistic thought on a more systematic and abstract plane, are
identified as having been initially trained in the discipline of Qur’anic readings by
individuals among the qurr�√.120 The extensive network of scholarship within the
field of Qur’anic readings brought many of these individuals into contact. There
were also common areas of scholarship which intrinsically linked the two traditions.
An awareness of basic linguistic concepts and scholarship is not restricted to Küfa
and Baßra, although traditional histories of linguistic thought always begin with the
Iraqi milieu as their point of focus. The Baßrans are typically portrayed as being
influential and innovative in terms of their linguistic accomplishments. The
revolutionary approach to a theory of language refined by Sıbawayhi (d. 177/793) is
accentuated as an accomplished achievement in the field of Arabic linguistic
thought.121 His work entitled al-Kit�b is the oldest surviving text of Arabic grammar.
It utilised a rich stock of existing linguistic concepts and grammatical terminology,
although, in the words of one writer, this would not have detracted from the unique
status of the Kit�b and its unparalleled conceptual refinements.122 In contrast, Küfan
linguists are depicted as being less inventive and creative.123 A formidable rivalry
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did exist between the two cities, serving as a template for later attempts to accentuate
the notions of linguistic competition among Küfan and Baßran luminaries.124 Against
this setting, it is implied that readers were associated with espousing antiquated
approaches to the study of language and that ‘grammarians viewed the pious reciters
(qurr�√) as amateurs lacking in linguistic competence’.125
Structuring an argument around these observations, Kees Versteegh examined
attitudes among Baßran and Küfan grammarians towards the qurr�√ and Qur’anic
readings in their respective traditions of linguistic thought.126 Versteegh concluded
that Baßran grammarians such as Sıbawayhi adopted a negative attitude towards the
linguistic ideas of readers, even those who were associated with his home city.127 He
asserted that Baßran attempts to develop a general theory of language did not accord
Qur’anic readings the importance awarded to them by Küfan grammarians, whom he
viewed as being close to the tradition of grammatical thought associated with the
qurr�√. Versteegh remarked that the ‘negative reputation of the readers in the Baßran
mainstream’ should not be seen as a consequence of the ‘general unpopularity of the
readers in society at large’, but rather there existed an alternative explanation for
their unpopularity.128 The notion that readers (who are defined as experts on the
recitation of scripture) were unpopular in society is rather illusory, especially if it is
based upon the explanations presented by Shaban, Juynboll and Calder. This is
because the gist of these explanations rests on the axiom that these individuals were
‘villagers’ and not ‘readers’.129 There are chronological strictures underpinning these
explanations. The recurrent motif of the unpopularity of the qurr�√, as recorded in
these assessments, has little bearing on attitudes to readers within the traditions of
linguistic thought and Qur’anic readings. Juynboll emphasised the low social
standing of these individuals, but he is referring to those villagers who were
masquerading as readers. Such ‘villagers’ were purportedly detested for their
propensity to rebellion and disorder. Notwithstanding the restricted context to
Juynboll’s analysis, the so-called unpopularity which results from the antics of these
readers (villagers) can hardly be said to reflect upon the reading tradition as a whole.
Similar strictures govern Shaban’s references to the unpopularity of the ahl al-qur�.
Individual readers from indigenous locations such as Mecca, Medina, Baßra, Küfa
and Damascus were distinguished for their élite roles as luminaries of the reading
tradition and the literature of qir�√�t is principally concerned with these individuals’
contributions in this respect. Criticism of certain readers does occur in the literature
of the grammarians and philologists, although this is articulated in the context of the
latter group’s defence of grammatical theories and ideas which infringed upon
established readings of the Qur’an defended by the qurr�√; the character of this
criticism is of an entirely different disposition.
Versteegh indicated that it was possible to seek another explanation for the so-called
‘unpopularity’ of the qurr�√, particularly in terms of attitudes towards their linguistic
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thought within the Baßran grammatical tradition. He stated that ‘they overstepped
their bounds, so to speak, by claiming on the basis of their ability to memorise and
recite the text of the Qur’an a position they had no right to.’ He then reasoned that
‘the Baßrans put an end to their pretensions by pointing out the silly linguistic
mistakes they made’; he went on to add, ‘the Küfan grammarians, who were stupid
enough to regard the readers as authorities in linguistic matters, underwent the same
fate’.130 This view overlooks not only the linguistic criticism of readers as found in
extant Küfan grammatical texts, but it also disregards the fact that Baßran readers
continued to be closely associated with the Baßran tradition of linguistic thought
throughout its history; indeed, they are directly identified with its inception.131
Despite the paucity of the surviving legacy of early Küfan linguistic sources and the
arguments regarding the historicity of the notion of schools, it is evident that a
rational schema of linguistic thought was expounded upon by individuals
subsequently associated with the Küfan tradition.132 They made telling contributions
to linguistic discourse. While Versteegh’s study of the sequence of trends in the
early grammatical tradition represents a resourceful and instructive way of exploring
the genesis of its constructs along with attitudes to the linguistic thought of readers,
the issue of the so-called unpopularity of the qurr�√ is seemingly immaterial and
serves as an inappropriate setting for its paradigms.133 Attitudes towards the
linguistic thought of readers together with the nature of their influence and
endeavours are far more complex than hitherto implied.
Conclusions
The debate regarding the religious identity of the qurr�√ and their relative expertise
in the recitation and memorisation of scripture is governed by preconceptions
regarding the imposing significance of the political events of the early years of the
caliphate as defined by the Iraqi milieu. This situation tends to obscure a much
broader setting which encompasses the historical roots of the reading tradition.
Despite that, one must ask where do theories regarding the political and military
machinations of these particular qurr�√ leave those individuals categorically
associated with expertise in scripture. Perceptions of the early qurr�√ will always be
ingenuously shaped by the practical and theoretical accomplishments of later
generations of readers who devoted themselves to collating, verifying, and
synthesising the stock of qir�√�t, developing the linguistic constructs to facilitate
such aspirations. Yet, such realities should not detract from the fact that the earliest
generations of readers were already distinguished by virtue of their close connection
and involvement with the memorisation and recitation of scripture; they are
symbolic individuals as far as the classical tradition is concerned. Shaban was not
preoccupied with readers as scholars of scripture nor was he concerned with their
exclusive historical roots in the Islamic tradition. He focused on those individuals
among the so-called qurr�√/ahl al-qur� whose political meandering and military
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involvement left an indelible print on the political landscape of the early Islamic
caliphate. Once he identified members of the qurr�√ with villagers (ahl al-qur�), the
inferred distinction was applied for the rest of his treatment of this early period.134
This was a somewhat reductive approach. Accordingly, Shaban was perfunctorily
connected with the equating of all members of the qurr�√ from this early period with
the so-called ahl al-qur� and cast as being an iconoclast.135 He appositely asked
some compelling questions of the sources; however, he did not satisfactorily deal
with the issues his questions raise. Indeed, therein lay the flaws in Shaban’s thesis: it
had failed not only to account for the true classes of readers and their provenance
within the same tradition, but it also neglected to define critically the range of
instances governed by his own thesis. Even if one were to disentangle the so-called
ahl al-qur� from the qurr�√, maintaining a distinction between the two groups, this
does not strictly undermine the historical existence of a concomitant class of readers.
Indeed, the presence of a class of readers is the sine qua non for key aspects of
Shaban’s thesis: the ahl al-qur� and the ahl al-ayy�m to whom he referred were said
to have manipulated the prestige of their namesakes who were readers in order to
buttress their waning prestige.136 Juynboll’s radical extension of Shaban’s thesis was
governed by chronological strictures; he acknowledged that in the aftermath of the
caliphate of fiAlı, references to the qurr�√ incontrovertibly implied readers of
scripture.137 The conclusions reached by Calder were based on a literary analysis of
citations in specific instances. Thus, where Juynboll and Calder used confined
examples to propound a theory about the meaning of the term qurr�√, surmising that
it originally connoted either villagers or periodical troops, the indistinct evidence
which is adduced to support their arguments fails to dislodge readers from their
historical berth within the Islamic tradition. It is evident that the socio-political
events of Iraq had paradoxically deflected attention from an inveterate tradition of
reader scholarship which sources indicate had its origins in the ˘ij�z. A rich and
sophisticated tradition of Qur’anic readings was developed in the garrison towns of
the Islamic state but it drew its inspiration from the legacy of precedents and
conventions defined by the first generations of readers. The fact that the flourishing
and advancement of the reading tradition were able to take place against the
backdrop of political and social upheaval ironically intimates that current scholarship
far from overestimating the true state of knowledge of the Qur’an during these
earlier periods has undervalued the levels of perfection achieved within the early
tradition.138 The denouement posits that the intricacy, precision and rigour which had
been qualities of the developed tradition of Qur’anic readings served as testimony to
a much earlier legacy of sustained and devout interest in the sacred text.
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translated and annotated by G.R. Hawting (New York: State University of New York, 1996).
See Hawting’s comments regarding the meaning attached to the term muß˛af at this juncture
in history; one needs to bear in mind that the nature of variances was ever so slight and thus
fiUthm�n’s promulgation of his textus receptus of the Qur’an does not present a logistical
difficulty of the type implied by Hawting. See p. 78, n. 319.
34 See the Musnad of A˛mad ibn ˘anbal, ed. S.T. Majdhüb (10 vols. Beirut: al-Maktab alIsl�mı, 1992), vol. 1, pp. 104–5. The decision to accept arbitration had profound, social,
political and theological implications. See Abü’l-˘asan al-Ashfiarı’s Maq�l�t al-Islamiyyın,
ed. Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-˘amıd (2 vols. Cairo: D�r al-Mafi�rif, 1987), vol. 1, pp. 60–4. See the
section on the Khaw�rij, pp. 167–85. fiAbd al-Q�hir al-Baghd�dı, al-Farq bayn al-firaq, ed.
Ibr�hım Rama∂�n (Beirut: D�r al-Mafirifa, 2001), pp. 78–96.
35 ‡abarı, Ta√rıkh al-rusul wa’l-mulük, vol. 3, p. 101. Abü Mikhnaf was considered a
specialist in the history of Iraq. He had numerous works attributed to him, including a text on
the Wars of Apostasy and a work on the Battle of ∑iffın. Refer to Y�qüt al-˘amawı, Mufijam
al-udab�√, vol. 5, pp. 29–30.
36 Ibn Kathır, al-Bid�ya, part 7, pp. 283ff. A similar expression, ‘swords over their
shoulders’, is found in the work of the medieval historian Masfiüdı; fiAmr ibn al-fi◊ß is the
figure who advised the Syrians to raise their maß�˛ıf and 500 copies were used to do this.
Masfiüdı, Murüj al-dhahab, vol. 2, pp. 375f, p. 387; Naßr ibn Muz�˛im, Waqfiat Siffın, pp.
478–90. Hamilton Gibb described the qurr�√ as constituting the ‘religious party’. See Sir
Hamilton Alexander Gibb, ‘An Interpretation of Islam’, pp. 3–33.
37 Shaban, Islamic History, p. 51.
38 This contrasts with the analysis provided by Wellhausen who sees Qur’an readers as being
prominent at all these major junctures in Islamic history. Wellhausen, The Religio-Political
Factions in Early Islam, pp. 13f.
39 Shaban, Islamic History, p. 51.
40 Shaban, Islamic History, p. 89; cf. Keith Lewinstein, ‘The Az�riqa in Islamic
Heresiography’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 54:2 (1991), pp. 251–
68; cf. Gerald Hawting’s The First Dynasty of Islam (London: Croom Helm, 1986), pp. 28–9;
Hugh Kennedy, The Prophet and the Age of the Caliphates, pp. 78–9.
41 Shaban, Islamic History, p. 76.
42 Shaban, Islamic History, p. 77.
43 Shaban, Islamic History, p. 89. He describes these executions as the first political ones of
their kind.
44 Shaban, Islamic History, p. 94; cf. Hawting’s The First Dynasty of Islam, pp. 51f;
Kennedy, The Prophet and the Age of the Caliphate, pp. 94–9.
45 Shaban, Islamic History, pp. 94f; Kennedy, The Armies of the Caliph, p. 25, pp. 36–8;
Kennedy, The Prophet and the Age of the Caliphate, pp. 95–7; A˛mad ibn D�wüd alDınawarı, al-Akhb�r al-†iw�l, pp. 288–308.
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46 Kennedy, The Armies of the Caliph, pp. 38f.
47 Shaban, Islamic History, pp. 95f.
48 Shaban, Islamic History, p. 103, note also pp. 104–5. He mentions that remnants of the
qurr�√, who survived Nahraw�n and fled to Mawßil, in due course revolted during the rule of
fiAbd al-Malik ibn Marw�n. This group led by Shabıb ibn Yazıd ibn Nufim�n entered Küfa,
and he prayed in its main mosque, reciting from the Qur’an its two largest chapters. This hints
that expertise on the recitation and memorisation of scripture was common among this group.
See pp. 107f. For a review of the main Kh�rijı sects see fiAbd al-Karım al-Shahrast�nı, alMilal wa’l-ni˛al, ed. A.F. Mu˛ammad (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-fiIlmiyya, 1992). Note Patricia
Crone and Fritz Zimmermann, The Epistle of S�lim ibn Dhakw�n (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2001), pp. 186–94, pp. 195–217, for an analysis of the development of the different
Kh�rijite groups: see pp. 84–97 for an account of the early fitna; cf. Patricia Crone, God’s
Rule (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004), pp. 54–64.
49 Dınawarı stated that following the decision to accept arbitration, Syrian and Iraqi members
of the qurr�√ congregated at ∑iffın, reading scripture. Dınawarı and the historian of ∑iffın,
Naßr ibn Muz�˛im (d. 203/818–9) mention that around 400 qurr�√ from the companions of
fiAbd All�h ibn Masfiüd asked fiAlı’s permission to be excluded from the fighting at ∑iffın,
expressing their disapproval of the turn of events. Why would such pro-fiAlid sources
highlight such objections? A˛mad ibn D�wüd al-Dınawarı, al-Akhb�r al-†iw�l, see p. 165, p.
192.
50 Ibn al-Ashfiath’s father was a leading ridda rebel. ‡abarı, Ta√rıkh al-rusul wa’l-mulük, vol.
3, p. 81; Shaban, Islamic History, p. 107, pp. 110–11, cf. p. 51; Kennedy, The Prophet and the
Age of the Caliphate, p. 101; Kennedy, The Armies of the Caliphs, p. 34, p. 40; Gerald
Hawting, The First Dynasty of Islam, pp. 67–8.
51 Ibn al-Jawzı, al-Munta÷am fı t�√rıkh al-umam wa’l-mulük, ed. Mu˛ammad fiAbd al-Q�dir
A†�√ and Muß†af� fiAbd al-Q�dir A†�√ (17 vols. Beirut: D�r al-Kutub al-fiIlmiyya, 1992), vol.
6, p. 318; vol. 7, pp. 7–10.
52 Ibn al-Jawzı, al-Munta÷am, vol. 6, pp. 211–49.
53 Ibn Kathır, al-Bid�ya wa’l-nih�ya, vol. 5 (part 9), pp. 43–5. W�qidı serves as the source of
this account. In one report it is stated that on the day of the battle, Ibn al-Ashfiath placed
Jabala ibn Za˛ar in charge of the qurr�√ and included in their ranks were Safiıd ibn Jubayr,
fi◊mir al-Shafibı, and fiAbd al-Ra˛m�n ibn Abı Layl�; all eminent readers and scholars. See p.
44.
54 Ibn Kathır, al-Bid�ya wa’l-nih�ya, vol. 5 (Part 9), pp. 101–3. See Gerald Hawting, The
First Dynasty of Islam, p. 69.
55Abü’l-fiAbb�s Mu˛ammad ibn Yazıd al-Mubarrad, al-K�mil, ed. Mu˛ammad al-D�lı (4
vols. Beirut: Mu√assasat al-Ris�la, 1986), vol. 2, p. 622; cf. Shih�b al-Dın ibn fiIm�d al˘anbalı’s Shadhar�t al-dhahab fı akhb�r man dhahab, ed. Ma˛müd al-Arna√ü† (14 vols.
Damascus: D�r Ibn Kathır, 1998), vol. 1, pp. 382–7. See also Ibn al-Jawzı, al-Munta÷am fı
t�√rıkh al-umam, vol. 6, p. 318; vol. 7, pp. 7–10; pp. 211–49 of vol. 6 include an account of
the rebellion. Finally Harald Motzki, ‘The Role of Non-Arab Converts in the Development of
Early Islamic Law’, Islamic Law and Society 6:3 (1999), pp. 293–317. Ibn Jubayr was said to
have spent a number of years evading the authorities.
56 The term summ�rı is used and it refers to entertainers and distinguished evening company.
It is actually stated that the qurr�√ were also among the so-called summ�rı in other narratives.
See A˛mad ibn Ya˛y� al-Bal�dhurı, Ans�b al-ashr�f, ed. S.D.F. Goitein (Jerusalem:
University Press, 1936), vol. 5, p. 40. It states that the governor treated the qurr�√ in much the
same way. Note the parallels with the fact that fiUmar enjoyed the evening company (samar)
of the qurr�√.
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57 Mubarrad, al-K�mil, vol. 2, p. 622: ‘al-maw�lı’ is the apodosis of the main clause and not
‘al-fuqah�√ wa-ghayrihim’.
58 See Ibn al-Jazarı, Gh�yat al-nih�ya fı †abaq�t al-qurr�√, vol. 1, pp. 305–6. See Mustafa
Shah, ‘Exploring the Genesis of Arabic Linguistic Thought: Readers and Grammarians of the
Baßran Tradition (Part 2)’, Journal of Qur’anic Studies 5:2 (2003), pp. 1–48, p. 23.
59 Hawting, The First Dynasty of Islam, p. 68.
60 Kennedy, The Armies of the Caliph, p. 40.
61 Shaban, Islamic History, p. 45, p. 54.
62 G.H.A. Juynboll, ‘The qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, Journal of the Economical and
Social History of the Orient 16:2/3 (1973), pp. 113–29. He widened the scope of his own
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Juynboll on the subject of the qurr�√; ‘The Position of Qur’�n Recitation in Early Islam’,
Journal of Semitic Studies 19 (1974), pp. 240–51, and ‘The Qur√�n Reciter on the Battlefield
and Concomitant Issues’, Zeitschrift der deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft 125
(1975), pp. 11–27.
63 G.H.A. Juynboll, ‘The Position of Qur’an Recitation in Early Islam’, pp. 240–51.
64 Juynboll, ‘The qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 114f, pp. 125f. Shaban has previously
alluded to their unpopularity.
65 Juynboll, ‘The qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 116–17. See A˛mad ibn Afitham alKüfı, Kit�b al-futü˛, ed. Mu˛ammad Kh�n, 1st edn (5 vols. Hyderabad: Ma†bafiat Majlis
D�√irat al-Mafi�rif al-fiUthmaniyya, 1979), vol. 2, pp. 180–4.
66 Juynboll, ‘The qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 116–17. A˛mad ibn Afitham al-Küfı,
Kit�b al-futü˛, vol. 2, p. 183; cf. A˛mad ibn Ya˛y� al-Bal�dhurı, Ans�b al-ashr�f, ed. Wilferd
Madelung (Beirut: D�r al-Nashr in commission with Klaus Schwarz Verlag, 2003), part 2, pp.
532–5. fiUthm�n is disgusted that the individual sent by the Küfans to complain about his
policies has the audacity to present himself as a q�ri√.
67 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 117–18. See Mu˛ammad ibn
Mu˛ammad ibn al-Jazarı al-Damashqı, Gh�yat al-nih�ya fı †abaq�t al-qurr�√, ed. Gotthelf
Bergsträsser und Otto Pretzl (Cairo: Ma†bafiat al-Safi�da, 1935), vol. 1, p. 201, p. 516. Both
individuals are described as being eminent jurists.
68 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 118–19.
69 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 118–19.
70 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, p. 114. See William Montgomery Watt,
The Formative Period of Islamic Thought (Oxford: Oneworld Publications, 1998. Reprint of
the 1973 edition), pp. 253–78.
71 Retsö, The Arabs in Antiquity, p. 48. He takes the same line as Juynboll, suggesting that
references to villagers and villages are notably negative in Meccan chapters of the Qur’an.
72 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 118–24.
73 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 123–4. This he confirms in ‘The
Qur’an Reciter’, p. 16.
74 Joseph Kister, ‘The Expedition of Bi√r Mafiüna’ in George Makdisi (ed.), Arabic and
Islamic Studies in Honour of Hamilton A.R. Gibb (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1965), pp. 337–57,
reproduced in Studies in J�hiliyya and Early Islam (London: Variorum, 1980). This occurs in
the fourth year of the Hijra. Differences over the numbers killed vary: one companion states
that 40 individuals were killed; however, the context of this companion’s allusions to this
event as cited in the Prophetic traditions relates to its legal tenor; cf. Shams al-Dın al-Dhahabı,
Ta√rıkh al-Isl�m wa-waf�y�t al-mash�hır wa’l-afil�m, ed. fiUmar A. Tadmurı (45 vols. Beirut:
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D�r al-Kit�b al-fiArabı, 1982), ‘K. al-Magh�zı’, pp. 235–41. The episode is described in a
number of early compilations, including the collection of magh�zı texts ascribed to fiUrwa ibn
Zubayr; the abridged sıra of Mu˛ammad ibn Is˛�q; the Kit�b al-†ab�q�t al-kabır of
Mu˛ammad ibn Safid; and the Kit�b al-ta√rıkh of Khalıfa ibn Khayy�†. For conversion of
dates see Conversion Tables: Hijri-Anno Domini and Perpetual Calendars, prepared by Rana
Y. Khoury, ed. Y. Ibish, K. Yasushi and Y. Khoury, Kyoto: Islamic Area Studies (Beirut:
Tur�th, 2002).
75 Mu˛ammad ibn fiUmar al-W�qidı’s Kit�b al-magh�zı, ed. Marsden Jones (3 vols. London:
Oxford University Press, 1966), vol. 1, pp. 346–53. They are said to have spent the night in
prayer and acts of religious devotion. See fiAbd al-Malik ibn Hish�m’s recension of
Mu˛ammad ibn Is˛�q’s al-Sıra al-nabawiyya, ed. ‡aha fiAbd al-Ra√üf (2 vols. Beirut: D�r alJıl), vol. 2, pp. 103–8; the magh�zı collection of fiUrwa was published by Mußtafa al-Afi÷amı
under the title Magh�zı rasül All�h bi-riw�wat Abı’l-Aswad (Riy�∂h: Maktab al-Tarbiyya alfiArabı li-Duwal al-Khalıj, 1981), pp. 178–81; cf. Rizwi Faizer, ‘The Issue of Authenticity
Regarding the Traditions of al-W�qidı as Established in his Kit�b al-Magh�zı’, Journal of
Near Eastern Studies 58 (1999), pp. 97–106. Khalıfa ibn Khayy�†, Kit�b al-ta√rıkh, ed. Akram
Δiy�√ al-fiUmarı (2 vols. Najaf: n.p., 1967). Mu˛ammad ibn Safid, ‡abaq�t al-kubr� (7 vols.
Beirut: D�r Beirüt, 1957). ‡abarı, Ta√rıkh al-rusul wa’l-mulük, vol. 2, pp. 80–3; cf. the
translation of ‡abarı’s account by Montgomery Watt and M.V. MfiDonald, The History of
‡abarı Volume VII, The Foundation of the Community (New York: State University of New
York Press, 1982), pp. 151–6.
76 Cf. Alfred Guillaume, The Life of Mu˛ammad, A Translation of Ibn Is˛�q’s sırat rasül
All�h (Oxford University Press, 1955), pp. 433–7. He is described as being the ‘player of
spears’ (l�fiib al-asinna).
77 It is stated that 70 (some informants speak of 40) were killed at B√ir Mafiüna, just as 70
were killed at the Battle of Yam�ma: W�qidı, Kitab al-magh�zı, vol. 1, pp. 350–1.
78 W�qidı, Kit�b al-magh�zı, vol. 1, pp. 350–1. The statement of Abü Safiıd al-Khudrı in
which he says that 70 were killed on the battlefields (maw�†in) of U˛ud, Bi√r Mafiüna,
Yam�ma and Yawm Jisr Abı fiUbayd is highlighted by W�qidı (p. 350), although as Kister
points out W�qidı believed that the figure of 40 was more accurate: Joseph Kister, ‘The
Expedition of Bi√r Mafiüna’, p. 340. The Prophet was so indignant upon hearing of their
murder that for fifteen days during ritual prayers he invoked the wrath of God against their
killers, although other accounts refer to his spending a month imploring the Almighty to
avenge their murder. Regarding the prayer (supplication), it was associated with the fajr
(morning prayer) in a which a special collective prayer is appended to the standard ritual
(qunüt). See ∑a˛ı˛ Muslim, ‘B. Isti˛b�b al-qunüt fı jamıfi al-ßal�t’.
79 The ˛adıth scholar Bukh�rı (194–256/810–870) has several traditions relating to the same
incident. In one telling allusion to this event he reported that members of a number of clans
visited the Prophet at Medina purporting to be converts. They were seeking assistance against
their people. The Prophet responded to this request by sending 70 men from among the anß�r
who were called ‘al-qurr�√’; upon their arrival at Bi√r Mafiüna, these ‘readers’ were
surrounded and slaughtered. Bukh�ri, al-J�mifi al-musnad al-ßa˛ı˛, incorporated in al-Kutub
al-sitta, ˛adıth 3064 (section 184), ‘K. al-Jih�d’, ‘B. al-fiAwn bi’l-madad’, p. 246. A second
version exists in B�b dufi�√ al-im�m fial� man nakatha fiahd(an), ˛adıth 3170, section 8, p.
256. The traditions are used to highlight juridical issues: the first tradition deals with the
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Dhakw�n, and Banü Li˛y�n. Anas ibn M�lik is the companion who provides the details about
these readers, stating that verses of the Qur’an were revealed honouring them. Kister argued
that the sources recounting this expedition and its significance suggested that ambiguities
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regarding its original purpose along with the seemingly inscrutable nature of its circumstances
were redolent of a conscious attempt to obscure the identity of its participants, although the
role of the qurr�√ in the unfolding of events was not an important part of his study. See Joseph
Kister, ‘The Expedition of Bi√r Mafiüna’, pp. 337–8. Its inclusion in W�qidı’s text which was
devoted to military expeditions (magh�zı) is telling, although Martin Hinds argued that
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Scholarship’ in Toufic Fahd (ed.), La vie du Prophète Mohomet: Colloque de Strasbourg,
Octobre 1980 (Paris: Presses University de France, 1983), pp. 57–66.
80 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, p. 125, p. 128. Norman Calder did sense
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Lexicographical Tradition’, Journal of Semitic Studies 36:2 (1991), pp. 297–307, p. 306.
81 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, p. 126.
82 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 126f.
83 W�qidı, Kit�b al-magh�zı, vol. 1, pp. 350–1. Anas ibn M�lik stated that verses of the
Qur’an were revealed, describing their plight: ‘Ballighü qawmann� ann� laqın� rabban� fara∂ıya fiann� wa- ra∂ın� fianhu.’ He added that the verses were abrogated. The words were
preserved by survivors of that day.
84 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 127f.
85 Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, pp. 128–9.
86 Juynboll, ‘The Qur’an Reciter on the Battlefield’, see p. 15, p. 16, p. 20, pp. 22f.
87 Juynboll, ‘The Qur’an Reciter on the Battlefield’, p. 21.
88 Juynboll, ‘The Qur’an Reciter on the Battlefield’, pp. 23f.
89 Juynboll, ‘The Qur’an Reciter on the Battlefield’, p. 22. His own analysis of the instances
in which the military significance of the qurr�√/ahl al-qur� appeared salient led him to
dismiss their supposed expertise in the recitation and memorisation of scripture. One does
sense that Juynboll qualifies his findings in suggesting that they are confined to certain reports
containing references to the qurr�√; however, at other times in his papers he posits a much
greater magnitude to his inferences. Juynboll had to deal with a report in the Musnad of Ibn
˘anbal (164–241/780–855) in which the term ˛amalat al-Qur√�n is used in the distinct
context of the sacred text and knowledge of it. Such examples demonstrate the pitfalls of
trying to draw broad conclusions from such data. Juynboll, ‘The Qur’an Reciter on the
Battlefield’, pp. 23ff.
90 Juynboll, ‘The Qur’an Reciter on the Battlefield’, p. 25. The suggestion is that in ensuing
periods those individuals who enjoyed the honourable reputation of being among the ˛amalat
al-Qur√�n and the qurr�√ were responsible for this. The semantic distinctions which are
presumably inherent in the early meaning of the term qurr�√ are given further synthesis in his
subsequent study of the literature of the traditions. See G.H.A. Juynboll, Muslim Tradition:
Studies in Chronology, Provenance and Authorship of Early ˘adıth, Cambridge Studies in
Islamic Civilisation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 26.
91 Norman Calder, ‘The Qurr�√ and the Arabic Lexicographical Tradition’, Journal of
Semitic Studies 36:2 (1991), pp. 297–307; cf. p. 305. He surprisingly remarked that Juynboll
gave Shaban’s thesis only a nuanced acceptance; yet, the former’s own treatment of the issue
shows his thorough endorsement of Shaban’s thesis. See Hawting, Mojaddedi and Samely
(eds), Studies in Islamic and Middle Eastern Texts and Traditions in Memory of Norman
Calder (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000).
92 See Calder, ‘The Qurr�√ and the Arabic Lexicographical Tradition’, p. 297.
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93 See Calder, ‘The Qurr�√ and the Arabic Lexicographical Tradition’, p. 305: namely qar√
and qur√ on the basis that the term itself was designated to be one of the a∂d�d (antonyms).
See Mustafa Shah, ‘The Philological Endeavours of the Early Arabic Linguists: Theological
Implications of the tawqıf-iß†il�˛ Antithesis and the maj�z Controversy (Parts I and II)’,
Journal of Qur’anic Studies 1:1 (1999), pp. 27–46, and 2:1 (2000), pp. 44–66.
94 Calder, ‘The Qurr�√ and the Arabic Lexicographical Tradition’, p. 305.
95 Calder, ‘The Qurr�√ and the Arabic Lexicographical Tradition’, p. 306.
96 Calder, ‘The Qurr�√ and the Arabic Lexicographical Tradition’, pp. 306–7.
97 Calder, ‘The Qurr�√ and the Arabic Lexicographical Tradition’, pp. 305f. There are
numerous other reports from the primary sources in which the term qurr�√ occurs once only in
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98 Martin Hinds, ‘Küfan Political Alignments and their Background in the Mid-Seventh
Century A.D.’, International Journal of Middle East Studies 2 (1971), pp. 346–67.
Republished in Jere Bacharach, Lawrence I. Conrad, and Patricia Crone (eds), Studies in Early
Islamic History (Princeton University Press, 1996), pp. 1–28. He shares some of the
conclusions reached by Shaban. He confirmed that the qurr�√ were the smallest group among
the ‘early-comers’ and observed that they were concerned about the subsequent waves of Arab
settlement (raw�dif) and the gradual ascendancy of the ashr�f in Küfa; all of which threatened
their status.
99 Nagel, art. ‘K urr√’, p. 499. Nagel overlooked the fact that although Hinds stated that the
term qurr�√ first occurs in the sources in the context of the expulsion of the governor Safiıd, he
was referring to the Küfan milieu. See also Juynboll, ‘The Qurr�√ in Early Islamic History’, p.
113.
100 ‡abarı, Ta√rıkh al-rusul wa’l-mulük, vol. 2, p. 410. Juynboll concluded that this was not a
characteristic practice established in the Prophet’s lifetime nor was it a convention adopted in
later times. Juynboll, ‘The Qur’an Reciter on the Battlefield’, pp. 11f. There is a profusion of
materials from the Prophetic traditions which impinge upon the import of historical data from
the accounts Shaban reinterpreted. It is the case that arguments regarding the authenticity of
these sources and their design and purpose have meant that an important contextual source is
often discarded or viewed as having a canonical function as far as the historical data is
concerned. Nevertheless, one still needs to account for such materials in terms of their
provenance and whether they simply prefigure the historical narratives. For example, the
tradition narrated in the ∑a˛ı˛ Muslim collection of a˛dıth in which Abü’l-Aswad al-Du√alı
(d. 69/688), the putative founder of Arabic grammar, reported that Abü Müs� al-Ashfiarı was
sent to the qurr�√ of ahl al-Baßra; three hundred men who had read (learnt) the Qur’an
entered his presence. He said to them: ‘You represent the finest (khiy�r) of the people of Baßra
and its qurr�√’, ∑a˛ı˛ Muslim, ‘K. al-Zak�t’, section 119, ˛adıth 2419, p. 843, incorporated in
al-Kutub al-sitta: mawsüfiat al-˛adıth al-sharıf. The son of Abü’l-Aswad, Abü’l-˘arb relates
this anecdote. It is reported that the celebrated Abü’l-Aswad al-Du√alı accompanied a legion
of 1,700 men sent to bolster the army the caliph fiAlı was mobilising in order to confront the
secessionist Khaw�rij; thus he appears active as both a reader and he has a military role.
‡abarı, Ta√rıkh al-rusul wa’l-mulük, vol. 3, p. 101. Also Naßr ibn Muz�˛im Waqfiat ∑iffın, p.
188, p. 222, p. 499. See A˛mad ibn D�wüd al-Dınawarı, al-Akhb�r al-†iw�l, pp. 165, 192. Ibn
Kathır, al-Bid�ya, part 7, p. 242, pp. 298f. Also A˛mad ibn D�wüd al-Dınawarı, al-Akhb�r al†iw�l, p. 205. ‡abarı also referred to his confronting a party of the Khaw�rij of Baßra. See
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